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BG homeless left out in the cold 




CITY HEWS COITOR 
Within Wood County's 
seemingly manageable 5.1 
percent unemployment rate 
hides a larger problem for both 
the city of Bowling Green, and 
residents countywide. 
Four of the surrounding 
nine counties — Wood, Ottawa, 
Henry and Putnam — have no 
homeless shelters. 
With the city's unemploy- 
ment rate at 6 percent, and hav- 
ing traditionally been higher 
than Wood County as a whole, 
Bowling Green's lack of shelter 
for the homeless serves as but 
a microcosm of the widespread 
denial of rural homelessness in 
northwest Ohio. 
"We don't want to see it," said 
Cecily Rohrs, director of Archbold, 
Ohio's Friendship House, which 
houses families who've been 
evicted from their homes in 
Archbold. 
"The rural homeless sleep in 
the parking lots of stores," Rohrs 
said, "and during the day they 
walk the halls of local places." 
Though Ohio's state unemploy- 
ment rate showed improvement 
between 2003 and 2004, these 
numbers may not tell the whole 
story because of a downgrade in 
wages 
and    hours 
that     Ohioans 
have    taken    after 
being released from the 
manufacturing industry. 
Rohrs sees the lower 
unemployment percentage as 
misleading. 
"Because people could no lon- 
ger get [manufacturingl jobs 
worthy of their education at S14- 
S18 per hour, they've settlea for 
something at $7-$8 per hour," 
Rohrs said. "So they may not be 
unemployed, but statistics don't 
show what's behind closed doors. 
Americans want to go to work 
and will, but they aren't making 
enough to support themselves."   . 
In 
t   h  e 
third 
quarter of 2004 — between July 
and September — 50 percent of 
the 48 mass layoffs in Ohio came 
from manufacturing work, result- 
ing in the loss of 3,500 workers 
who made more than $20 per 
hour, according to Ohio lob and 
Family Services. First and sec- 
(ii ,1 quarter mass layoff statistics 
from 2004 showed an increase in 
job loss 
of 15 and 
28 percent  respec- 
tively from the previous year. 
Because the state does not 
keep statistics for the number of 
homeless people, conclusions 
must instead be deduced from 
Ohio's poverty level statistics. This 
is where people walk the fine line 
of a paycheck or two between 
the  comforts 
of home and the panic of 
displacement. 
More than 12 percent of 
Ohioans lived in poverty in 2003, 
up from 11.9 percent the year 
before and 11 percent in 2001. 
Poverty statistics from 2004 have 
not been finalized yet. 
As the number of Ohioans 
living in poverty and on the brink 
of homelessness increases, the 
potential impact that accompa- 
nies losing one's home, job and 
lifestyle can only be compounded 
when the nearest bunk to sleep in 
lies a county or two away. 
Serving Wood, Seneca, Ottawa 
and Sandusky counties, WSOS 
Community Action Commission 
assists northwes' Ohioans with 
housing troub; i who either are 
homeless, or are on the verge 
of it. 
In lanuary 2004, WSOS 
received 251 requests for hous- 
ing from people in Wood County 
alone. Twenty-eight of those 
people were actually homeless, 
the other 228 were on the brink, 
according to WSOS Housing 
Specialist Jennifer Elliott. 
Because the parents of rural 
homeless families are looking for 
employment in their area, hav- 
ing to relocate to a shelter in the 
city may make the job hunt that 
much harder, Elliott said. 
"Also, many of them Ifamilies] 
do not feel that it will be safe or 
a good environment for them to 
be in," Elliott said. "Many home- 
less will then bounce from family 
member to family member." 
For families in Wood County 
who are displaced, the negative 
impact can be hardest on chil- 
dren , who may have to leave their 
HOMELESS, PAGE 2 
Sex differences explained 
By Laren Wetter 
SENIOR REPORTER 
Students packed room 101 
in Olscamp last night to hear 
Lori Hart Ebert's interactive 
discussion on the different ways 
men and women communicate, 
think and act. 
Her presentation titled 
"Everything You Always wanted 
to Know About the Opposite 
Sex," sponsored by the University 
Activities Organization, focused 
on interaction between men 
and women and how it affects 
relationships. 
Ebert has a doctorate degree in 
higher education from Georgia 
State University and currently 
serves as the director of Alcohol 
Education for Pi Kappa Phi 
Fraternity. 
Members of UAO brought 
Ebert to campus because her 
discussions focus on issues that 
are relevant and important to 
college-aged students, said 
Brittany Barhite, UAO president. 
"We've brought a lot of concerts 
and comedians this year," she 
said. "We thought a person who 
could lecture about something 
that's important, but also fun and 
enjoyable could be beneficial." 
Ebert began the night by 
stating that a way in which men 
and women are biologically 
different is the brain. 
According to' research, men 
have anywhere from a 10 percent 
to 20 percent larger brain than 
women mostly because they are 
built bigger, Ebert said. 
"Our brains are structured very 
different," she said. "Brains work 
differently for men and women 
and biologically we are just built 
differently." 
Women's brains are structured 
to allow them to multi-task 
"This is why women can paint 
their nails, do a little instant 
messaging drink some coffee, 
talk to their girlfriends and write 
a term paper all at the same time," 
she said. 
Men's brains are not built to do 
five things at once. They are built 
to do one thing at once, Ebert 
said. 
"That doesn't make them 
stupid, it just makes them able to 
do one thing at a time," she said. 
When women ask men to do 
12 different things at once, it just 





Ashlay Kuntz BGNew 
CHITCHAT: Dr. Lori Ebert talks and laughs with women on the 
Panhellenic Council last night in Olscamp. 
OUTOFTIME Faculty discuss professionalism 
Vincml Gatjiulo BGNews 
MAKING A RUN FOR IT: Mike Mahon runs across the Wooster/S. 
College intersection back to his house on S. College. The walk 
sign is only lit for 5.1 seconds. 
By Holly Abrams 
FACUUr SENATE REPORTER 
In a forum held yesterday after- 
noon, faculty and administrators 
met to define and discuss their 
functions outside of the class- 
room, including roles as advisors 
and balance between individual 
and institutional responsibilities. 
The two hour event, "Faculty 
Professionalism: A Forum for 
Discussionand Engagement" was 
held in the Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union. While primar- 
ily for faculty, it was also open 
to students. After brief speeches 
by four panelists, faculty formed 
round table discussion groups 
to address questions regarding 
topics posed by the panelists. 
The event was sponsored by 
the Faculty Senate Committee on 
Professional Affairs. 
"Wfe have never talked about 
this as a campus community, as 
educators and students," said 
Sara Bushong, head librarian in 
"Specialized 
preparation then 
gives you the right 
to be a specialist in 
your profession." 
ROBERT DEBARD, ASSOCIATE 
PROFESSOR 
the curriculum resource center 
at Jerome Library and moderator 
for the forum. "Hopefully we will 
have a chance to discuss issues 
openly and honestly and bring 
further discussion to issues. We're 
hoping to gather some addition- 
al information and get faculty 
and students together and talk 
together. We dorYt get rime to do 
this often." 
The panel was made up of four 
faculty and staff members; Robert 
DeBard, associateprofessorin the 
department of higher education 
and student affairs, Krisrine Blair, 
associate professor in the English 
department, Patrick Pauken, 
associate professor in the depart- 
ment of educational administra- 
tion and supervision and Linda 
Brown, coordinator of collections 
for University Libraries. 
DeBard discussed what draws 
professionals into the academic 
field and what influences their 
environment can have, as well as 
what defines a professional and 
the role of administrators. 
"Specialized preparation then 
gives you the right to be a special- 
ist in your profession," he said. 
"The reason for administra- 
tion is to allow you to be the 
professionals you are in the 
classroom," DeBard added. 
Blair mentioned how 
professors are viewed by their 
students and how their involve- 
ment at the University outside the 
classroom can have an impact. 
"I'm concerned about how 
this perspective of what we do 
and how it trickles down to our 
students," she said. "I'm very 
conscious of my role as a mentor, 
particularly to grad students who 
want to become faculty." 
Faculty should be encouraged 
to define engagement from the 
bottom up rather than the top 
down, Blair said. 
Pauken mentioned the 
balance between the individual 
and the institution and how 
law has balanced our rights. 
Brown spoke about issues of 
scholarly communication, 
especially regarding the rising 
cost of journals and the option 
of open access to combat costs. 
It was in response to charges 
to the committee from faculty 
senate that the plan for a forum 
came about, Pauken said. 
Faculty Senate Chair, Radhika 
FACULTY, PAGE 2 
FOUR-DAY FORECAST 
The four-day forecast is taken 
from weather.com 
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Wood County in need of a homeless shelter 
HOMELESS. FROM PAGE 1 
friends and school district in order 
to move into a temporary shelter 
in a neighboring county. While a 
child's original school district is 
supposed to make arrangements 
to continue busing die child to 
school, it takes time and is may 
not be set up immediately. 
Groups in Bowling Green 
like The link, located at 1022 
N. Prospect Ave„ work to help 
local homeless who come look- 
ing for a place to stay. However, 
that help is usually in the form 
of a bus ticket or car ride to the 
nearest housing shelter in Toledo 
roughly 20 miles away, said Link 
Coordinator lulie Moebius. 
Bowling   Green's   Salvation 
Army Social Services has tried 
to do their part as well, super- 
vising two apartments that are 
meant to serve homeless for the 
entire county. Funded by 12 to 15 
agencies that have pooled their 
monies together, this still can 
only meet the needs of a few 
families in Wood County, and 
only for a few days time. 
The U.S. Department 
of Housing and Urban 
Development has an assistance 
program set up to provide needy 
families with Section 8 hous- 
ing choice vouchers. However, 
applicants have found that both 
the vouchers and the reliability of 
this program are paper-thin. 
After applying for a Section 8 
voucher, families normally wait 
up to a year and a half before 
receiving one, zxording to 
Bob Barr, director of Salvation 
Army Social Services. With the 
voucher in hand, a family can still 
be denied housing by a landlord 
who chooses not to accept the 
voucher. 
Landlords traditionally have 
denied vouchers because they 
require extra effort in being 
reimbursed from the 
government, according to 
Cathleen Greer of the Bowling 
Green Housing Agency. 
"Some landlords won't accept 
it because they don't want their 
units inspected either," Greer 
added. 
In May 2000 when two families 
in Archbold — located 44 miles 
west of Bowling Green — lost 
their homes, Rohrs acted on 
her belief that children should 
not have to be displaced from 
their schools by creating the 
Friendship House. 
By housing up to two families 
at a time who have been evicted 
from their homes, The Friendship 
I louse in Archbold is able to keep 
parents near job opportunities 
within the community and allow 
children to stay at their local 
school with friends. 
For Rohrs, maintaining a 
family's ties to a town is an 
imperative step toward helping 
them rebound from eviction and 
unemployment. 
"To be not only homeless, but 
displaced into an entirely other 
community must be a hor- 
rible feeling," Rohrs said. "I feel 
diat each school — or at least 
neighboring communities 
— should have someplace that 
people can go to where their lives 
will remain normal." 
The Friendship House in 
Archbold is not supported 
by any taxes, government or 
commercial funding Instead, all 
money that supports the house 
is raised through donations or 
secondary fundraising by local 
community groups like the Boy 
Scouts. 
"In our town they raise money 
from the kind-hearted people of 
the community," Rohrs said. 
Regardless of the individual 
triumphs of shelters like the 
Friendship I louse, Moebius 
thinks the truth of rural 
homelessness must ultimately 
be seen by members of small 
town communities like Bowling 
Green before it will receive the 
same sense of urgency that urban 
homelessness can attract, 
"I think that part of the 
problem in Wood County is that 
they Ihomelessl aren't as visible 
as people on the streets in Lucas 
County," Moebius said. 
Barr knows that the 
homeless are out there, and that 
sometimes the comfortable living 
space that is cherished in a rural 
community also keeps those that 
are needy out of plain sight. 
"I have a hard time 
convincing people that we have 
homeless, and lots of them," 
Barr said. "They come out of the 
woodwork often after they've 
been homeless for months ... 
they are like ghosts" 
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Faculty work to improve 
Vincent Gargiulo BE H»s 
TEA-MAKING: Last night seniors Lynn Goslee and Robert Lonardo learn about oriental tea at the 
How 2 Workshop from Akiko Kawano Jones. 
FACIMJY, FROM PAGE 1 
Gajjala's initiative on build- 
ing community and other 
important university initia- 
tives like Scholarship for 
F.ngagementand 
the Academic 
Plan had a role 
in promot- 
ing this  forum, 
Bushong said. 
In addition, 
the overall st,ate 
of affairs in 
higher educa- 
tion today is key 
in the forum, 
Bushong said. 
"We're sup- 
posed to advise 
the faculty senate and we 
also have an educational 
role related to profession- 
al issues," Bushong said. 
"Holding a forum on this 
would help with the build- 
ing community  issue and 




to join and 
talk..." 
PATRICK PAUKEN 
scholarship of engagement." 
The committee has held 
other events, such as a 
forum on the Patriot Act last 
year. But this is the first dis- 
cussion regarding 
the role of faculty, 
Pauken said. 
"We want to 
get faculty and 
students together 
to talk about first, 
in general, what 
it means to be a 
faculty member 
and then hopefully 
through discussion 
present some find- 
ings to faculty sen- 
ate and the administration," 
Pauken said. "I'm hoping 
for just an opportunity to 
reflect on what our larger 
role is beyond teaching at 
the University." 
The   responsibilities   of 
faculty are not limited to 
those in the classroom, 
Pauken said. 
"To talk about what it 
means to live in a global 
society and a reminder to 
faculty of what their role 
in the larger dialogue is," 
Pauken said. 
The committee hopes to 
compile a report from each 
of the tables at the forum 
and then give recommen- 
dations to Faculty Senate, 
Bushong said. 
"I'm hoping overall it's 
just an opportunity to join 
and talk as faculty members 
about the other roles in the 
University," Pauken said. 
"There are a lot of issues 
that cross all faculty lines 
regardless of what depart- 
ment you come from. The 
activity alone should be fruit- 
ful for those who attend." 
Washington Center Internship program becoming more costly 
By Audrey Weber 
REPORTER 
University funding for a program 
that has drawn more than 200 
BGSU smdents to Washington 
D.C. over the past 20 years has 
been cut. And now officials worry 
that the added costs for students 
may deter some from signing up. 
The Washington Center 
Internship program, which offers 
government and media-related 
internships to college students 
nationwide, has been paruiered 
with the University since 1982. 
While the internships them- 
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ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES 
_ 3 BR. Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars. 
per month. Deposit S880  Tenants pay utilities 
Tenants have use of garage. Has washer and dryer and 
A/C. Lease dates-May 14. 2005 - May 6, 2006 
710 ELM STREET 3 BR  Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. 
$740 per month, Deposit $740. Tenants pay utilities. Has 
washer and dryer. Lease dates-August 18, 2005 - August 
5, 2006 
714 EIGHTH. #A 2 BR Duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 
cars. $680 per month, Deposit $680. Tenants pay utilities. 
Lease dales-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006. 
134 MAHVILLE 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. 
Tenants have use of the garage for storage only $820 per 
month. Deposit $820 Tenants pay utilities. Lease dates- 
May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006. 
723 SIXTH 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars Tenants DO 
NOT have use of the garage. $560 per month. Deposit 
$560. Tenants pay utilities. Lease dates-May 14, 2005 
- May 6, 2006. 
We have many other apartments available. 
Stop in the Rental Office for a complete brochure. 
JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
, RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260 
319 E. WbOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell) 
Hours Monday to Friday 8'30 to 5:30. Saturday 8.30 to 5.00 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
selves will still be offered, begin- 
ning this summer the University 
won't be able to cover the cost 
of tuition for each student as it 
had before. For a student seeking 
15 credit hours through the pro- 
gram, tliis will mean an increase 
of more than $3,000. 
Students were originally only 
responsible for the cost of the 
program itself, which was close 
to $5,000 last year. 
This cutback is due to the 
expected lack of funding 
from the state for at least the 
next fiscal year, said Kathleen 
LeRoy, director of Student Affairs 
Budgets and Administration. 
"Further, the governor has 
proposed a tuition cap of 6 per- 
cent with any additional funding 
going exclusively to need-based 
financial aid," she said. "With 
increasing utility, scholarship and 
health care costs, tough choices 
had to be made" 
While many areas across cam- 
pus may be facing these cut- 
backs for the 2005-06 fiscal year, 
those areas not directly related 
to faculty have been asked to 
reduce their budgets at a higher 
FEATURES: 
• New Carpet • Tile Floors 
• New Furniture       • 2 Full Baths 
• New Kitchens        • New Appliances 
• Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal 
Greenbriar, Inc. 











Lima, Peru $527 
Capetown $944 
Mexico City $252 
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Great Trips 
Lof s Go Europe 
> See Rome, Florence, Nice, Barcelona 
and everything in between 
[       from $360+A, 
Eurail Passes     com $241 
I - Huge ditcournt for youth under ?6 yo. 
Hostels & Budget Hotels 
[    ■ Cheep ■leapt iteming from $12/nt 
TRAVEL 
www.statravel.com 
percentage, LeRoy said. 
Student Affairs has reduced its 
budget by over $100,000 and the 
Washington Center has been one 
program feeling the sting. 
"It's     really    disappointing 
because it means now that if a stu- 
dent wanted to go u> Washington 
to do an internship, they would 
pay roughly $3,000 more than 
before," said Marc Simon, asso- 
ciate professor and chair of the 
department of political science. 
Simon supervises students seek- 
ing credit for the program. 
Since the program's creation 
in 1975, the Washington Center 
has offered internships as well 
as academic seminars to more 
than 25,000 college students 
nationwide 
But with this year's cutbacks, 
the number of University stu- 
dents added to that grand total 
may go down, Simon said. 
"I worry." he said. "I think 
we'll still send a lot in the 
summer, but I think we'll get 
fewer people going during the 
semesters." 
A possible decrease in num- 
bers is a shame Simon said, 
because the internships are 
well structured and a benefit to 
students who participate. 
"The placements are real 
internships — you're not a 
gofer, you're not making cop- 
ies," he said "You're actually 
doing real things. You're not just 
standing there watching." 
The internships are open to 
full-time juniors and seniors who 
have completed some courses in 
their major and have a minimum 
2.75 grade point average. 
In the past, students could 
spend a semester completing 
their internship and earn 15 
credit hours or participate over 
the summer for 12 credit hours. 
Now students are able to choose 
their credits and can participate 
in the program for as little as one 
credit hour. 
University senior Caitlin Carr 
enjoyed the freedom she had to 
explore her own career interests 
as pan of the program this past 
summer, she said. 
"1 worked for the United 
States Coast Guard Office 
of International Affairs and 
they gave me some awesome 
opportunities that took into 
account my own interests for the 
future," Carr said. "You really get 
the opportunity to examine what 
you want to do with your life." 
Students work around 
35 hours a week and attend 
numerous speeches and events 
in the D.C. area. 
"They make you go and do 
informational interviews, which 
is a good way to learn about 
networking and to get your name 
out," Simon said. 
One congressional breakfast is 
also required in order to add to 
the students final portfolio. 
While in D.C., students are also 
required to take one class in their 
area of study, taught by a local 
practitioner in the area. Simon 
believes the classroom and work 
experience combined is what 
INTERNSHIPS. PAGE 6 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
Historic Millikin 
—— HOTEL —— 
• Central downtown location 
• Unfurnished 
• On-site laundry 
• Air conditioned 
• Remodeled units 
• 2 story loft style 
apartments available 
• Efficiences start at 
S345/mo + electric 
• One Bedrooms start at 
$425/mo +electric 
Summit Street 
— APARTM E NTS — 
• Furnished 
• Air Conditioned 
• On-site laundry 
• 2 blocks from campus 
■ Efficiences 
$315/mo + electric 
• One Bedroom Apts. 
$400/mo + electric 
■■'     ' 
■Hi _-_ 
Irnttl tfVHK wma 
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BENEFIT HELD FOR FORMER COACH THIS WEEKEND 
There will be a bands benefit concert at Howard's 
on Sunday, Feb. 20, from 4:30-10 p.m. Six bands will 
be performing. All proceeds will go to the family of 
BGSU rugby coach Roan Gouws. Coach Gouws was 
murdered while being robbed diree weeks ago in 
South Africa. He had no medical insurance and his 
parents must now pay $25,000 in medical costs. 
Wednesday, Febfuary 16.2005 3 
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Vaccine gets approval 
By Lucy Kafanov 
KRI   CAMPUS 
Adolescents and college 
students residing in dorms 
should obtain vaccinations for 
meningitis, according to a recent 
government advisory by the 
Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention. Students in that age 
group are more than six times as 
likely to contract the disease than 
other people. 
Meningococcal disease, 
commonly called meningitis, 
is a potentially life-threatening 
disease cased by bacteria that 
infect the membranes around 
the brain and spinal cord. The 
disease kills approximately 300 
Americans per year, and those 
.vho survive can often suffer 
devastating complications 
that range from brain damage, 
hearing loss and amputations. 
Meningitis can be hard to 
diagnose since the symptoms 
of fever, headache, stiff neck, 
nausea and sleepiness can be 
easy to confuse with the flu. 
Depending on the patient, the 
symptoms can take anywhere 
from several hours to days to 
develop, and immediate medical 
attention is advised. 
College students have the 
option to vaccinate against men- 
ingitis, but because vaccinations 
cost close to $80 per dose and 
the University lacks mandatory 
requirements, not all students 
follow through on the advice. 
However, the combination of 
the new CDC recommendations 
□ani*«s P. Rlclurdt KM Photo 
JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED: Freshman Corey Kotkin receives his mandatory meningitis vaccine from 
Joan Cann, a nurse at Farleigh Dickinson University's Student Wellness Center. 
and last month's IDA approv- 
al of a new stronger form of 
meningitis vaccination may lead 
college student health centers to 
implement stronger preventative 
measures against the disease. 
The new vaccine, called 
Menactra, is slightly more expen- 
sive than the older vaccination, 
costing about $100 per dose. 
Made by Sanofi Pasteur, the vac- 
cine protects against four of the 
most common strains of men- 
ingitis-causing bacteria and also 
lasts four to five years longer than 
the old vaccine. Menactra can 
also prevent people from being 
unwitting carriers of the disease. 
Meningococcal infections are 
somewhat rare, with only about 
3,000 people infected annually. 
Yet approximately 50 percent of 
these infections occur in peo- 
ple over 15 years of age, with 
fatality rates of 14 percent in 
those aged 14 to 24 years, accord - 
ing to the National foundation 
for Infectious Diseases. 
TheCDC'sAdvisory Committee 
on Immunization Practices 
recommended vaccinations for 
students entering middle and 
high school and college. 
"Students come from living in 
their own homes with a steady 
access to that germ pool. In 
residential halls they come in 
contact with a different germ 
pool arrangement which can lead 
to various infections," said Sue 
Courts, director of the student 
health clinic at the University 
of Northern Iowa. "Meningitis 
is mosdy spread through saliva, 
and so college students tend 
to be at risk whether sharing 
saliva through kissing, sharing 
cigarettes, ChapStick, 
eating utensils. Sharing beer o,- 
drinking out of the same water 
botde can set them at risk." 
getalife 
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Old School After Party 
Following the Friday night Dinner 
Theatre Show, come dance the 
night away at the 80s/90s Old 
School After Party sponsored by 
Alpha Kappa Alpha, Omega Psi 
Phi and CMAI. Get in free with your 
Dinner Theatre ticket stub! $5 
general admission. Take pictures 
with Dinner Theatre guest host, 
comedian Jay Lamont ot BET's 
Comic View & Def Comedy Jam! For 
More information call 372-2642. 
Student Unkm Multipurpose Room 
Annual Undergraduate Art & 
Design Exhibition 
Dorothy Uber Bryan and Willard 
Wankleman Galleries, 
A juried selection ot art in all media 
by freshman, sophomore and junior 
students in the BGSU School of Art. 
Fine Arts Center 
2-D Artist Association Student 
Exhibition 
"Two Dimensional Artist Association 
Student Exhibition" 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Handwriting Analyst 
Sponsored by Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union Programs 
Bowen-Thompson Student 
Union INVESC0 National Asset 
Management Mezzanine 
Noon -1 pin. 
Sistahs' Intimate Lives & Sexual 
Health 
Brown Bag Lunch: "Got To Be 
Real: Conversations Between 
Sistahs About Our Intimate Lives 
and Sexual Health." This 
presentation by Pagil Wiggins 
Hancock (from Urban Minority 
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse 
Outreach Program) is open to 
everyone regardless of ethnicity, 
gender, sexuality or sexual 
experience level. It will cover such 
topics as "condom negotiations," 
"men on the DL," body image 
and the effects of sexual health on 
society as a whole. In recognition of 
Black History Month. 
The Women's Center, lOTHanna 
Hall 
6 p.m. 
Credit Reporting Information 
Workshop 
Sponsored by Zeta Phi Beta. 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
314-Buckeye Telesystem/CPS Room 
7 p.m. 
BGSEA Guest Speaker: Michael 
Kersjes 
Sponsored by the Bowling Green 
Student Education Association. 
Olscamp Hall 101 
7 p.m. 
"To Bingo With Love" 
Free! Prizes! Sponsored by Bowen- 
Thompson Student Union Programs 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
Black Swamp Pub 
8 p.m. 
Faculty Artist Series: Venti da 
Camera 
Event is free and open to the public 
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical 
Ms Center 
8 - 9:30 p.m. 
Campus Worship 










• 1 BDRM: Starting 
at $395 Mo. plus 
utilities 
•IN THE 2 BDRM: 
• Washer & Dryer 
Hookups 
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS 
Checkout our website at: 
WWW.MECCABG.COt* OT 








Can have up to 
6 People 
Management Inc. 
C   DCUI UUIII 
Townhouses 
1 Deposit Special 
$400 
■ Furnished 
■ 1 Half & 1 Full Bath 
■ Full basement 





> Deposit Special 
$600 
1 Furnished 
■ 1 Half & 1 Full Bath 
■ Full basement 




Greenbriar, Inc.  (4t9) 352-0717 
New test to track 
college learning 
By Matt Krupnick 
KM CAaPUS 
It's a tricky proposition, college 
educators say: holding institu- 
rions accountable for the qual- 
ity of graduates they produce. 
But college administra- 
tors know state and federal 
regulators increasingly expect 
proof that public higher 
education funds are well spent. 
Accountability has become a 
buzzword among lawmakers 
nationwide. 
In an attempt to prove their 
worth to themselves and 
others, campuses across 
the country have started 
testing students to see if they are 
learning to think in college. 
About 60 colleges and univer- 
sities are using the Collegiate 
Learning Assessment, run by 
the New York-based Council for 
Aid to Education, to test fresh- 
men and seniors for critical- 
thinking and analytical skills 
"Universities are great at 
studying everything but them- 
selves, and this is a great instru- 
ment to do that," said David 
Kirp, a UC Berkeley public-poli- 
cy professor. "It really is the new 
generation of assessment." 
Two California State 
University campuses — 
Sonoma and Monterey Bay — 
are among the schools that will 
test their first batch of seniors 
over the next month. The 
colleges quizzed freshmen 
earlier this school year. 
The tests use two essay 
questions from the Graduate 
Record Examination, normal- 
ly used to gain admission to 
graduateschool. Administrators 
plan to compare scores of 
freshmen and seniors. 
"I think that everybody is 
looking at ways to measure 
higher education," said Lorie 
Roth, assistant vice chancel- 
lor for academic programs 
for the 23-campus Cal State 
system.'Manytimes, they're not 
measuring the right things. 
"We see this as being a 
better way of measuring an 
institution than the size of their 
library collection or the size of 
dieir endowment." 
The so-called "value-added" 
tests arc partly meant to fend 
off heavy-handed regulation 
from lawmakers faced with 
the annual task of doling out 
1 limited government funding. 
Educators say they need to 
do a better job of showing why 
public colleges are good for 
the economy and society as a 
whole, and the tests are one 
way to do that. 
But there is a danger, some 
administrators say, that 
accountability measures force 
over- standardization. 
"There's a sense that the 
complexity of the educational 
process could get ignored," 
said Paul I.ingenfelter, 
executive director of the State 
Higher Education Executive 
Officers Association in Denver, 
A bill proposed last month 
by California Assembly 
person Carol IJU, D-I-a Canada 
Plintridge, would implement 
a new accountability process 
for the 10-campus University 
of California, all Cal State 
campuses and the state's 109 
communitycolleges. Regulators 
would track graduation rates, 
"institutional productivity" 
and enrollment, among other 
factors. 
"It's kind of a way of justifying 
our priorities." said Liu, who 
chairs the Assembly Higher 
Education Committee. "To us, 
it's a bigger issue than passing 
a test." 
featuring 
La Divina, Signor Deluso & The Women 
by Thomas Pasatieri 
Friday, lib. 25, al8 p.m. & Sunday. Feb. 27. al 3 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall • Moore Musical Arts Center • BGSU 
Tickets: S8 Adults & $5 Senior Citizens/Students 
Call: 0419) 372-8171 or (800) 589-2224 
Planned K M Bowling Giroi Oprta Ituater al BGSri CoHrf[f of Muskal Ans 
BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE    \ www.greenbriarrenta.sicom 
John W. Strawraan, 
D.D.S. 
WELCOMES 
Jeffrey Kaiser, D.D.S. 
Family Dentistry 
Accepting New Patients 
Same Day Emergency Care 
Delta Dental Provider for 
BGSU Staff. Faculty, and 
Students 
Call for appointment 
419-352-4661 
1064 W. Wooster St.. 
Bowling Green 
Visit our Website at 
StrawmanKaiserDentists.com 
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"The countries (outside the treaty) said 
they will take measures on their own, but I 
wonder if they can work." 
Foreign Mirusterof (armNtbutalcaMachirnuraon tte refusal of several 





Justice prevails in libel decision 
Score one for independent 
media — and for free 
speech. 
The Sharper Image, a specialty 
retailer, tried to sue Consumer 
Union   —   the   publisher  of 
Consumer  Reports  magazine 
— for libel. A federal judge threw 
out the case in November. 
Under  California   law,  any 
defendant of a First Amendment 
case that wins is entitled for 
reimbursement of legal fees. 
Sure enough, Sharper Image 
agreed last Thursday to pay 
$525,000 to Consumer Union, 
according to the Associated Press. 
In 2002 and 2003, Consumer 
Reports tested air purifier systems 
and wrote a negative review of 
the Ionic Breeze Quadra Silent Air 
Purifier, saying their tests "found 
almost no measurable reduction 
in air particles." 
Sharper Image defended its 
Ionic Breeze product by suing 
Consumer Union for libel, claim- 
ing the tests were Sawed and the 
articles were false and malicious. 
Without knowing anything 
about air purifiers or the testing 
thereof, we can safely assume that 
Consumer Union was not "out to 
get" Sharper Image or their Ionic 
Breeze. They have no incentive 
nor desire to maliciously attack 
any company. 
Consumcrreports.org main- 
tains that their mission is to "test, 
Inform and protect." They do not 
accept outside advertising or free 
product samples. They are a non- 
profit organization who acts in 
the consumer's best interest 
When companies like Sharper 
Image sue organizations such as 
Consumer Union, their actions 
could have a "chilling effect" in 
the media — e. g., could have 
opened up a Pandora's box for 
corporations to scare the media 
by suing when they didn't like 
what they read. 
Fortunately, statutes such as 
the California law give the media 
a strong shield to write opinions 
they feel are newsworthy, such as 
product reviews. 
Companies should instead 
laud groups like Consumer 
Union who watch out for faulty 
products so that manufactur- 
ers can improve products and 
prevent customer dissatisfaction 
— or worse, a product recall. 
Case in point The Ionic Breeze 
sells for $350. Consumers should 
be able to read up on the product 
beyond what it says on the box. If 
that purifier doesn't work as well 
as, say, a cheaper alternative, the 
company does a disservice to its 
customers. 
Sharper Image withdrew an 
appeal to the case because they 
said the purifiers' sales were good. 
Hopefully the Ionic Breeze sells 
well enough that Sharper Image 
can use the extra profit — let's say, 
$525,000 — to cover the cost of 
legal fees built up by a consumer 
advocate magazine who is guilty 
of nothing more than abiding by 
its original mission statement. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Students must 
learn to be 
responsible 
I am a bit concerned with 
the recent conduct of select 
students attending Bowling 
Green State University. In the 
past few months we have had a 
student removed from the 
university rolls as a result of 
bringing a firearm and hit list 
on io the campus, and another 
student kicked out of a fraterni- 
ty as a result of childish behav- 
ior that resulted in criminal 
charges. Those are the big 
stories, but we can call 
reference on the front of the BG 
News and can read the blotter 
of the incidents that take place 
each night and throughout 
the weekends. 
Maybe I am confused with 
the thoughts of each individuals' 
desire to attend an institvtion 
for higher learning, an'j take 
the time out of their busy lives 
to pay an enormous amount of 
money to learn what is required 
as a baseline to enter the job 
market. 
I just don't understand what 
is going through the minds of 
fellow students nor the thought 
process that would prompt 
them to do such indecent acts 
to or against one another. 
Futhermore, since news 
usually spreads like wildfire, 
what will these serious and 
immature acts do to the 
reputation of the fraternity and 
io the good name of Bowling 
Green State University? 
Will these acts make the 
local or regional newspapers 
thus changing the outlook of 
potential students that wish to 
enroll or possibly be part of a 
fraternity? Will these acts make 
potential students question their 
own safety within the confines 
of the dorms or houses? Will 
this news eventually leak out 
to family members? Above all 
what do you think your family. 
friends and university staff are 
going to think when all of their 
eyes are focused on you, 
providing you are able to 
continue your studies? 
I feel the students need to 
take a hard look at themselves 
and begin to act as mature, 
responsible adults. You're 
parents are here holding you by 
your hand, they are not there to 
protect your image in the Court 
of Law. It is time to take a long, 
hard look in the mirror and 
make a decision and act upon 
it Be responsible, learn what 
you can and get out into the real 
world to make a respectable 







Time and time again we 
have seen how the city 
government of Bowling 
Green is against the students 
of BGSU, and Friday's article 
about the zoning issue made 
this once again all too clear. 
Not only does the mayor seem 
to be against the students, but 
now it has truly come to light 
that our own city council 
representative does not care. 
Asmanyofyou know, Ward 1 
is comprised mostly of campus, 
meaning that the representative 
elected to serve Ward 1 is 
working mostly for the students 
(that is the point of having a 
ward system of government). . 
However, the current 
councilwoman does not seem to 
understand her duties. 
During the zoning battles stu- 
dents, led by the Undergraduate 
Student Government, fought to 
get our voices heard. 
We fought to protect the rights 
of the students, and at each 
meeting we attended and fought 
with the city the councilwoman 
representing Ward 1 either sat in 
silence, or was simply not 
present at all. 
It is unfortunate to see how a 
representative elected mostly to 
serve the students does not take 
a vested interest in the needs of 
those who comprise the 
majority of her constituency. 
Perhaps if she were to go to 
school here, work here.or 
actually cared about the needs 
of her constituents the students 
would have a better chance of 
getting their voices heard. I 
know I will keep that in mind 





good for world 
wild life too 
Kudos to Veg4Life for 
bringing a speaker on 
campus who promotes 
vegetarian eating as a way to 
improve our health. In addition 
to reducing the risk of cancer 
and heart disease, leaving meat 
off our plates is also a great way 
to reduce animal suffering. 
Animals raised for food are 
routinely treated in cruel ways 
that would be illegal if the same 
things were done to dogs and 
cats. For example, egg-laying 
hens have parts of their beaks 
sliced off, and male cows and 
pigs are castrated—all without 
pain relief. 
By choosing vegetarian foods, 
we can clear our arteries and 
our consciences—one bite at a 








w hen North Korea recently announced that they had acquired 
nuclear weapons it came as no 
surprise, the United States and 
experts around the globe have 
suspected this for quite some 
time. It also came as no 
surprise that their stated 
reason for acquiring these 
weapons was to protect 
themselves from the United 
States' aggression. North Korea 
threw one right over the plate 
and waited for the liberals in 
this country and the 
anti-American press 
worldwide'to hit it out of the 
park. Thankfully, so far at least, 
the mainstream press has had 
better sense than to snap at 
North Korea's bait. If only the 
opinion columnists at the BG 
News showed the same 
judgment. 
In the opinion section on 
Monday, columnist George 
Valko not only justified North 
Korea's reasoning, "Since Bush 
took office in 2001, he has been 
on a rampage against North 
Korea Syria, Iran, Iraq... If one 
is able to look at this without 
bias, it should not surprise any 
students why North Korea has 
produced these weapons." but 
then proceeded to compare the 
United States to the communist 
dictatorship. 
Valko uses reasoning that is so 
far-fetched and ridiculous even 
Michael Moore would consider 
it shaky. First he compares the 
truly horrendous plight of 
starving North Koreans to the 
frustration felt by liberals in 
America, arguing that both feel 
betrayed by a rich government 
that is "not concerned with 
helping the common citizen." 
While I'm sure there are a lot of 
people in this country who feel 
betrayed by the government, it 
is callous and ignorant to 
compare the siniations. 
Americans have the right to 
openly criticize their 
government North Koreans 
don't. Americans have the right 
to democratically elect their 
government North Koreans 
don't, Americans have the right 
to leave if they don't like this 
country. North Koreans don't. 
Suffering in America is pissing 
and moaning about tax cuts 
and health care. Suffering in 
North Korea is eating tree bark 
and grass to survive. 
Next Valko compares the U.S. 
and North Korean militaries. 
The similarity here is that both 
countries "threaten to attack 
anyone that would harm them, 
and have large, well-trained 
militaries capable of severe 
damage." This is true for almost 
every country. Any country 
with a concern for the safety of 
its citizens is right to desire a 
competent and effective military, 
and they're right to threaten 
retaliation in the event of an 
attack. More important than 
the similarities between the U.S. 
and North Korean militaries are 
the differences, like the I ,m that 
the United States is capable of 
maintaining the finest fighting 
force in the world and feeding 
its citizens. 
Valko's argument is that 
America is just as evil as the 
countries we deem evil. He sets 
about to "link the United States 
with North Korea using 
despicable acts of man." The 
"despicable act of man" used to 
make this point is the United 
States' bombing of Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki, which he 
compares to September 11th. 
Whether or not the use of 
atomic bombs in Japan was 
justified is a subject open to 
debate, I happen to believe that 
it was. But even if you disagree 
with the assumption that the 
use of atomic bombs saved 
more lives in the long run by 
avoiding a lengthy and costly 
invasion of the lapanese 
homeland, it reveals an 
ignorance to history and 
common sense to view the 
attacks in the same light The 
bombings of Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki were an attack against 
a nation that we had been 
engaged in total warfare with 
for four years, a war launched 
in response to an unprovoked 
sneak attack on American 
soil. September 11th on the 
other hand was an unprovoked 
sneak attack on American soil. 
Considerable difference. 
Valko continues to 
proclaim America the evil 
empire, reminding his fellow 
students that we are currently 
involved in a war with a 
country that did not attack us 
and pointing out that "Iraq 
didn't sponsor the September 
11th attacks" (Though I don't 
know why he felt it necessary 
to mention that because NO 
ONE EVER STATED THAT IRAQ 
WAS BEHIND SEPTEMBER 
11TH!). While he is correct that 
Iraq never attacked us overtly, 
just shooting at American pilots 
during the days of containment, 
it still reveals the fundamental 
misunderstanding that renders 
liberals unable to handle the 
war on terror. What Valko and 
other liberals fail to grasp is that 
we are not at war solely with the 
perpetrators of the September 
11th attacks, but with terrorism 
as a whole, making Iraq a viable 
target An emerging democracy 
in the heart of the Middle East 
(which is exactly what Iraq 
is, despite claims that there 
has been "very little progress 
made") will do more to stop the 
root causes of terrorism than if 
Osama Bin Ladin were caught 
tomorrow. 
But conservatives are human 
too, I'll admit that maybe I'm 
wrong about Iraq. Maybe we 
should have just trusted the 
word of a brutal dictator with 
no respect for the rights of his 
own people. After all. that's what 
President Clinton did in 1994 
when Kim long 11 promised to 
freeze his nuclear 
proliferation programs in 
exchange for two nuclear 
reactors. And that turned out for 
the best. Didn't it? 
Contact Erik via e-mail at 
ecrible@bgnet.bgiu.edu 
PEOPLE 
ON THE STREET 
How would you lower harmful emissions? 
JEREMY WILSON 
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED 












7 would use tic-tacs 
and Breath Assure!." 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer 
than 300 words. These are usually 
in response to a current issue on the 
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Green area. 
GUEST COLUMNS arc longer pieces 
between 600 and 800 words. These 
are usually also in response to a 
current issue on the Unnttsfrys 
campus or the Bowling Green area. 
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Letters to the Editor and Guest 
Columns are printed as space on the 
Opinion Page permits. Addition.il 
Letters to the Editor or Guest 
Columns may be published online. 
Name, year and nhonc number 
should be included for writkation 
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified 
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submissions wil not be printed. 
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before printing. 
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THIS WEEK'S 
BAD JOKE: 
Q: What do you get 
when you cross an 
elephant with a 
kangaroo? 
A: Big holes all over 
Australia. 
OK the jokes aren't getting any 
belter. However, if you luwean 
amazing joke and want it in 
next week's Not News, e-mail 
yourjoke to msussma@bgheL 
bgsu.edu and we may use it. 
You might even get your name 
in the paper for contributing! 
Hotv 'bout that? 
NO 
Rest in peace, NHL 
season. Both of your 
viewers must be 
heartbroken. 
Illustrated by Martel White  martelw^bgnet.bgsu.edu 
New definitions for 
political phrases 
»ometimes, I think people 
.like to use words 
viihout really knowing 
what they mean. To quote the 
brilliant lnigo Montoya from 
The Princess Bride, "You keep 
using that word. I do not think it 
means what you think it means." 
This sentiment kept popping 
up in my head during the recent 
American elections And it 
continues to do so with some of 
the latest debates raging in the 
BG News. So. as a courtesy, I plan 
to channel the spirit of Ambrose 
Bierce, American journalist, 
misanthrope, and all-around 
curmudgeon. 
For those of you who just 
said "Who the heck is Ambrose 
Bierce?" I'll elaborate. In the late 
19th and early 20th centuries. 
Bierce wrote a weekly piece 
defining existing words with 
newer, cynical definitions. An 
online version of Bierce's 
masterpiece can be found at 
www.thedevilsdictionary.com. 
With that in mind, get my 
seance room ready, because 
here comes my pale imitation of 
Bierce's "Devil's Dictionary." 
Conservative, adj.: A 
philosophy that values the status 
quo, keeping things the way they 
are. Exception to this viewpoint 
is allowable when a 
non-conservative is in power. 
Liberal, adj.: 1. Anything that 
is not conservative. 2. A 
philosophy whose American 
proponents have trouble coming 
up with a consistent and 
coherent viewpoint, perhaps due 
to definition 1. 
Communism, n.: 1. A theory 
based around the premise that 
everybody should share every- 
thing all the time. 2. The ideas of 
Marx, co-opted by Lenin, welded 
into shape by Stalin, whose 
curtists salivate for the downfall 
of capitalism. Widely taught in 
today's classroom, often 
associated with the color red. 
Republican Party, n.: The 
political party that currently 
controls all aspects of the 
government in the United States. 
Originally formed as liberal 
interpreters of the Constitution, 
this party is usually paired with 
"conservative" ideas. Though 
it draws heavily from those in 
charge of business and religion, 
it still displays a paranoid streak 
about liberalism. Mascot is the 
elephant, often associated with 
the color red. 
Democratic Party, n.: 
Currendy the lesser of the 
two major political parties in 
the United States. Formerly 
under the pseudonym of the 
Anti-Federalist Party, and the 
). MICHAEL 
BESTUL 
...from the pit of insanity 
Democratic-Republican party, its 
name is due for another change. 
Usually paired with "liberal'' 
ideas, this party controls nothing 
in the government or religious 
sectors, but has its insidious 
tentacles in everything else. 
Mascot is the donkey, often 
associated with the color blue; 
see endangered. 
False Dilemma: see liberal, 
conservative. 
Skeptic, n.: One who believes 
that everything can and must 
be proved beyond a reasonable 
doubt. However, this person is 
pre-disposed to doubt that even 
he exists; such a claim is based 
solely on empirical evidence; 
also sceptic. 
Fascism, n: 1. A group of 
Italians who rose up in the early 
20th century to battle Italian 
communism. They never got 
around to defining themselves 
further; see Mussolini. Benito. 2. 
Beyond that, this term is applied 
to any conservative who loves 
being an authority figure a little 
too much; see McCarthy, loseph 
(R-WI). 
Socialism, n.: A theory that 
advocates... never mind. 
Nobody cares about the 
difference between this word 
and a certain evil Soviet word; 
see communism. 
Christian socialism, n.: An 
idea bound to make a 
conservative's head explode. 
Green, adj. and n.: 1. In the 
additive theory of color, the 
secondary color that results from 
mixing the primaries of blue 
and yellow. 2. A political party 
that hugs a lot of trees, instead of 
kissing babies; either way, 
everyone seems affectionate to 
the non-voters. Synonymous 
with environmentalism, and 
therefore everything "liberal," 
despite also being a thorn in the 
side of the Democratic Parry. 
Mascot is a guy with a 
funny-looking head, associated 
with the color... well, duh. 
Reform Party, n.: Do they 
even know how they define 
themselves? Mascot was a guy 
with a funny-looking head, 
associated with whatever color 
(besides red or blue) that the guy 
doing election-night graphics 
likes. 
Libertarian, n. and adj.: 
Whackjob. 
/. Michael Bestul can be 
readied at best@bgnet. bgsu.edu. 
Blood drive reeks of blood 
I gave blood the other day. 
Well, I didn't really give it so 
much as someone jabbed 
a huge needle into my arm and 
took it, but who cares about the 
details anyway? Accountants, 
that's who. And we all know how 
exciting counting money is all 
day, unless it's your own money, 
in which case it's totally cool. As 
long as I can watch. 
All I can say about giving 
blood is that it certainly is an 
enlightening experience, which 
really just means that you're 
dizzy for several hours after 
letting them suck you dry. Wait, 
that only happens in sweet 
vampire movies like "Blade" 
and "The Notebook," which is 
actually not a vampire movie at 
all but a story about love — so 
guys, do not be fooled! You will 
cry harder than the time you got 
lost in a parking lot and refused 
to ask for directions, and most 
importantly, there is no 
rampant violence or bloodshed. 
You get the picture, though 
— after they disconnect you 
from the space-age needle with 
tubes and valves hanging off it, 
you get a brief glimpse of the 
nice little bag bulging with your 
own blood. Then they usher you 
over to a table that's filled with 
pizza and crackers and pretzels 
and cookies and chips from El 
Zarape, and also pizza. Did I 
mention there was pizza? 
If 1 didn't know any better 
(still being openly debated), I 
would almost be suspicious of 
the whole Hansel and Gretel 
parallel going on here. They 
take your blood then force you 
(D JIM LEVASSEUR Donate This 
to sit down and eat food for a 
long time. Then they call your 
phone incessantly to come 
back and donate again at the 
next blood drive. Next thing 
you know, they'll have you 
boiling in a pot of hot water 
and reciting nursery rhymes 
like... um. I don't know... 
Simon from American Idol. 
OK, so that didn't make sense, 
but neither did most o! my 
blood drive experience. Tdke die 
form that you are required to fill 
out. for example: It consists of 
40 questions, 39 of them which 
should obviously be answered 
"No" if you actually want them 
to use your blood. 
These questions consist 
of such gems as, "Hare you 
recently stayed in prison for 
more than 72 hours?" or "Have 
you ever traveled to linsert any 
country in Africa, the entire 
continent of Antarctica, which 
is technically not a country (but 
come on, you know it secretly 
wishes it was one). Australia, 
because we don't mist those 
upside-down people and 
several clearly made-up 
countries like Luxembourg, 
Latvia and Green Bayl?" 
Other questions include 
"Have you ever used a needle, 
even once, to inject illegal 
drugs?" and my personal 
favorite, "Have you ever 
"After you're done 
giving blood, they 
usher you over to 
a table that's filled 
with pizza and 
crackers and pretzels 
and cookies and 
chips and pizza. Did 
I mention there was 
pizza?" 
exchanged money with 
someone in order to have sex 
with diem?" 
While I realize diat the Red 
Cross needs to cover all possible 
avenues, some combinations 
of these basic questions quickly 
became quite absurd, and 
I'm only exaggerating a little 
bit here: "Have you ever given 
money to have sex widi some- 
one from Antarctica who has 
injected themselves with illegal 
drugs while in prison, after trav- 
eling to Green Bay and snorting 
cocaine off a urinal after 1977?" 
So maybe that's off the wall, 
but what would I recommend 
instead? 
If I was to remake the fomi, 
I'd cut it down to just two basic 
Yes/No statements: "1 am a 
virgin" and "1 am a successful 
DARE graduate (and therefore 
am too much of a wuss to shoot 
heroin)." Of course, I would 
answer yes to both of these 
questions, mostly because I 
have no shame in living a sad 
comic's existence but also 
because my mom usually shows 
these columns to everyone who 
will listen to her (mainly my 
dad). 
Speaking of awkward: While 
you're King on the 
uncomfortable metal chair, 
watching your entire life flash 
before your eyes, or in my case, 
crying ova the lour and a half 
years of my life in which I had 
a "bowl" ("skater") haircut, B 
nurvuill (onu'ovi'i rwiv 
two minutes and ask you in a 
monotone, disinterested voice. 
"Are you doing alright?" 
Yes, of course, I'm doing 
perfectly fine! Despite die fad 
that there's a giant hole in my 
arm and a needle stuck Into 
my artery is pumping out the 
liquid that brings oxygen to 
parts of my body such as my 
li'l'i IIANI), which has by now 
lost all feeling and cannot even 
squeeze the little red rubber hall 
that they do not even let you 
keep, most likely so you do not 
try to "give blood, by yourself, at 
home." 
So in conclusion. Blade could 
kick any superheros hiney any 
day of the week. The Red (test 
is not to be messed with. Giving 
blood is cool. And if you are in 
prison and happen to meet a 
man named Bubba, avoid him 
at all costs. Especially if he's an 
accountant. 
For all you ladies out there. 
Jim's blood type is O negatiiv. 
so if that piquesyour inter- 
est than he can be found at 
jlevass9bffietbgsu.edu.ibu 
know mu want to. 
OFFICE SUPPLIES ON THE STREET 




"Sketch out my inner 
thoughts and flirt 






"Tape small, furry 
animals to each other." 
OSCILLATING FAN 
BODY HEAT REGULATION 
"Slowly and evenly 
look around the room, 
plotting my revenge." 
f Bowling Green l. id. 
$   Kroger Plaza 
1062N.MainSt. 
No Appointment Tanning 
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Elbert says couples should listen to their feet 
INTERACTIVE. FROM PAGE 1 
doesn't work in relationships. 
It makes it very challenging, 
Ebert said. 
Through Ebert's presen- 
tations over the years and 
through talking to an array 
of college students, she has 
come to describe the average 
college male and the average 
college female in two words. 
Men are simple and women 
are complicated, she said. 
"When you put simple and 
complicated together in a 
relationship, a lot of times it's 
a mixture for disaster if you're 
not careful.'' Ebert said. 
Communication is one 
factor that separates men 
from women. Men are taught 
to communicate in the 
form of making statements 
while women communicate 
primarily by asking questions, 
she said. 
"If you don't believe it, start 
listening to yourself in rela- 
tionships," Ebert said. 
"When you ask a 
question, he's going to answer 
you because he is simple. He 
heard a question, he answers 
the question.'1 
The way men and women 
act in relationships is partly 
based on how they grew up as 
children, Ebert said. 
Boys tend to play outside 
in large groups they're young 
and it's all about winning and 
loosing, she said. 
"Playing to win follows them 
their whole lives," Ebert said. 
Women, on the other hand, 
tend to gather in small groups 
and are more concerned about 
being liked, which is some- 
thing that stays with them as 
they grow older, she said. 
"The great thing about 
relationships is you can 
change who you are and how 
you communicate, and you 
can improve your relation- 
ship," Ebert said. 
Ebert wrapped up the entire 
discussion With an analogy 
of women and shoes. Women 
always want those perfect 
pair of shoes to go with that 
perfect outfit even if the shoes 
don't fit, she said. 
"We wear the outfit and we 
say 'these shoes really hurt.'" 
she said, "You've got blisters 
forming as you speak, you've 
got blood, but you've got the 
shoes." 
When we wear shoes that 
aren't comfortable, we know 
it and we don't wear them 
again because they hurt our 
feet; they rub wrong, and they 
don't feel right, Ebert said. 
For some reason, when 
it comes to relationships, 
people don't apply that same 
knowledge, she said. 
"To me, the head and the 
heart work just like the foot. 
It's really easy to know when 
it isn't working. You've got 
to listen honestly with your 
head and your heart just like 
you'd listen to your foot if you 
were crammed into shoes that 
didn't work for you. That's how 
simple it is to me." 
Students thank TWC 
INTERNSHIPS, FROM PAGE 2 
makes the program such a success 
for students. Also, by integrating 
the two, faculty members are bet- 
ter able to evaluate the student's 
progress, he said. 
Cameron Holland, a senior who 
interned at Fox News last summer, 
knows that this combination of 
classroom and work experience 
helped him set his goals for the 
future. "With my interest in politics 
and having a major in telecommu- 
nications, 1 was looking for a way to 
combine the two and somew'-iit 
detemiine a clearer career pain." 
he said. "I figured what better to 
way to understand Itliese aspects] 
than in the heart of the nation — 
Washington D.C" 
From the White House to non- 
profit organizations and lobbying, 
students often find themselves 
with the experience needed for a 
long-term career. Many students 
have returned to Bowling Green 
to graduate, only to move back 
to Washington D.C. to find a job 
rather quickly. Simon said. 
The internships are valuable, 
Simon said, because they provide 
students with an overall under 
standing of the field they arc inter 
ested in. "I knew absolutely noth 
ing about the (bast Guard when 
1 took the internship and it ended 
up being an awesome experience, 
Carr said. "I had actual rvsponsibil 
■tics and that made the experience 
really rewarding." 
Although die costs of the intern 
ships have risen over the wars 
the benefits and experience seem 
to outweigh any uncertainties 
11( ill.iiid said. 
"Internships are one of those 
avenues thai allow students to dis 
cover (thingsl in their experiences 
and to decide what's really good 
for them." he said. "That's what it's 
done for me and I hope that's what 
it does for others." 
Editor's Note.Thisyear'sdeadline 
lor participation in the summer 
session is March 1. For more infer 
niution on the Washington Center 
Internships e-mail Marc Simon 
at msimon£ibgnet.bgsu.edu or 
Susan Young, Washington Center 




Bush outraged over Hariri's death 
By Barry Schweid 
THE  ASS0CI1IED PRESS 
WASHINGTON—The United 
States has recalled its ambassa- 
dor to Syria amid rising tensions 
over the assassination of fonner 
Prime Minister Rafik Hariri of 
Lebanon. 
Before departing. U.S. 
Ambassador Margaret Scobey 
delivered a stern note, called 
a demarche in diplomatic 
parlance, to die Syrian govern- 
ment, said an official who dis- 
cussed the situation only on 
grounds of anonymity. 
State Department spokesman 
Richard Boucher, announc- 
ing the move, said it reflected 
the Bush administration's 
"profound outrage" over Hariri's 
assassination. 
Boucher did not accuse 
Syria of being involved in the 
bombing Monday in Beirut. "1 
have been careful to say we do 
not know who committed the 
murder at this time," he said. 
He said the deadly attack 
illustrated that Syria's strong 
military and political presence 
in Lebanon was a problem and 
had not provided security in the 
neighboring country. 
" It reminds us even more stark- 
ly that the Syrian presence in 
Lebanon is not good." Boucher 
said. "It has not brought any- 
thing to the Lebanese people." 
Boucher refused to describe 
Syria's reaction to Scobey's dip- 
lomatic messages in Damascus. 
Syria has not yet taken any 
reciprocal action, such as with- 
drawing its own ambassador to 
Washington. 
European Union foreign 
policy chief Javier Solana said 
he sees no immediate need 
to change EU relations with 
Syria. In an interview with The 
Associated Press, Solana said 
he would also support an Inter- 
national investigation into the 
bombing. 
White House spokesman 
Scott McClellan. apparently 
referring to the note Scobey 
delivered to the Syrian foreign 
ministry, said the United States 
has "made it clear to Syria 
that we expect Syria to act in 
accordance with the 
United Nations Security 
Council resolution 
calling for the withdrawal of all 
foreign forces and the disband- 
ing of militias," 
McClellan said, "we also made 
it clear to Syria that we want 
them to use their influence to 
prevent the kind of terrorist 
attack that took place yesterday 
from happening." 
The administration had 
earlier condemned the killing 
of Hariri, a billionaire construc- 
tion magnate who mastermind- 
ed the recovery of his country, 
and insisted that Syria comply 
with a U.N. resolution calling for 
the withdrawal of Syrian troops 
from Lebanon. 
Hariri, like most Lebanese 
politicians, walked a thin line 
between criticizing Damascus 
and deferring to the country 
that plays a dominant role in 
Lebanon's affairs. 
I le resigned four months ago 
in light of tensions with Syria 
but was weighing a political 
comeback.  A  Sunni  Muslim, 
Hariri was on good.terms with 
Lebanese Christians and was 
especially close to French 
President Jacques Chirac, who 
has called for an international 
investigation. 
Assistant Secretary of State 
William Bums, who heads the 
Near East bureau, will attend 
Hariri's funeral, a gesture of U.S. 
respect for the former prime 
minister. 
The administration did not 
directly support Chirac on his 
call for an international inquiry, 
but the White House said those 
responsible for the bombing 
of Hariri's motorcade must be 
punished. 
In Washington for 
meetings widi Vice President 
Dick Cheney and Rice, the 
Egyptian foreign minister, 
Ahmed Aboul Gheit, said "it is 
still premature to reach conclu- 
sions" about Hariri's assassina- 
tion. 
Speaking at the Brookings 
Institution thinktank, Gheit said 
he hoped it would not touch 
off a cycle of killings and push 
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Extra Large Bedrooms Available! 
www.preferredpropertiesco.com 
Make your home at: 
■ Piedmont 
• Fox Run 
• Mini Mall Apts. 
• Updated Birchwood 
- small pets allowed 
• Triplex- small pets allowed 
• And other locations! 
FREE 
t»     - 
Mon-Fri: 8-12 & 1-4:30 
Sat: 10-2 
530 S. Maple St. 
Bowling Green, OH 
419-352-9378 
« K 
Cherrywood Health Spa 
* Indoor Healed Pool 
• Newly Renovated 
•New Equipment 
•Sauna 
*'   Kroger 
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4925 Jackman Road 
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ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES 
§29 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. 
880 per month, Deposit $880. Tenants pay utilities 
Tenants have use of garage. Has washer and dryer and 
A/C. Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006. 
710 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. 
$740 per month, Deposit $740. Tenants pay utilities. Has 
washer and dryer. Lease dates—August 18, 2005 -August 
5, 2006. 
714 EIGHTH. «A 2 BR Duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 
cars. S680 per month, Deposit $680. Tenants pay utilities 
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006. 
134MANVILLE 3 BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. 
Tenants have use of the garage for storage only $820 per 
month. Deposit $820. Tenants pay utilities. Lease dates- 
May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006. 
723 SIXTH 3 BR. Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars. Tenants DO 
NOT have use of the garage. $560 per month. Deposit 
$560 Tenants pay utilities. Lease dates-May 14. 2005 
- May 6, 2006. 
We have many other apartments available. 
Stop in the Rental Office for a complete brochure. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC, 
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260 
319 E WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell) 
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8 30 to 5 00 
www.johnnewloverealeslMe.com 
.aHaBHaaH|aHHB mggmmmmgmmmgm 
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BOARD CREATED TO CHECK MEDS ON MARKET 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The government will create a 
board to check on medicines once they're pn the market 
and to update doctors. The plans were announced 
on the eve of a congressional hearing on the safety of 
prescription pain killers that formed a $5 biUion-a-year 




on 30 years 
Teen boy says Zoloft 
caused him to kill 
his grandparents. 
By Bruce Smith 
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
CHARLESTON. S.C. — A 15- 
year-old boy who claimed the 
anlidepressant Zoloft drove 
him to kill his grandparents 
was found guilty of murder 
yesterday and sentenced to 30 
years in prison. 
Christopher Pittman hung 
his head as the verdict was read 
after about six hours of delib- 
erations. He spoke briefly to the 
court before the sentence was 
handed down. 
"I know it's in the hands of 
God. Whatever he decides on, 
that's what it's going to be," 
Pittman said quietly. 
The trial was the first case 
involving a youngster who says 
an antidepressant caused him 
to kill, Pittman's lawyer said. It 
came at a time of heightened 
scrutiny over the use of antide- 
pressants among children. 
Pittman cried as his father 
and other family members 
asked for leniency. 
"I love my son with all of my 
heart," said Joe Pittman, whose 
parents were the victims. "And 
my mom and dad, if they were 
here today, would be begging 
for mercy as well." 
Defense attorneys had urged 
the jury to send a message to 
the nation by blaming Zoloft for 
the killings. They said the nega- 
tive effects of Zoloft are more 
pronounced in youngsters, and 
the drug affected Pittman so he 
did not know right from wrong. 
"We do not convict children 
for murder when they have been 
ambushed by chemicals that 
destroy their ability to reason," 
attorney Paul Waldner said. 
Prosecutors called the Zoloft 
defense a smoke screen, saying 
the then-12-year-old Pittman 
knew exactly what he was 
doing three years ago when he 
shot his grandparents, torched 
their house and then drove off 
in their car.Prosecutor Barney 
Alan Hurts AP Photo 
ZOLOFT TRIAL: Danielle Pittman Finchum cries in court after her brother Christopher Pittman was convicted 
of murdering their grandparents in 2001. 
Giese said the real motivation 
for the crime was the boy's 
anger at his grandparents for 
disciplining him for choking 
a younger student on a school 
bus. 
And he reminded jurors how 
the boy carried out the killings. 
"I don't care how old he is. 
That is as malicious a killing 
— a murder — as you are ever 
going to find," the prosecutor 
said. 
I le pointed to Pittman's state- 
ment to police in which he said 
his grandparents "deserved it." 
Pittman was charged as an 
adult in the November 2001 
murders of loe Pittman, 66, and 
hiswifeloy,62. 
Zoloft is the most widely pre- 
scribed antidepressant in the 
United States, with 32.7 million 
prescriptions written in 2003. 
Last October, the Food and 
Drug Administration ordered 
Zoloft and other antidepres- 
sants to carry "black box" warn- 
ings about an increased risk of 
suicidal behavior in children. 
BGNEWS 
BRIEFING 




Shanley, whose crimes shook the 
Roman Catholic Church, was 
sentenced to 12 to 15 years in 
prison on child rape charges yes- 
terday to a burst of applause from 
some of the many who accused 
him of molesting them. 
As a wobbly, 74-year-old 
Shanley was led away in hand- 
cuffs, one man called out mock- 
ingly, "Goodbye!" 
Shanley will be eligible for 
parole after eight years. He was 
sent away despite warnings from 
some inmate advocates that the 
notorious cliild-molester would 
be a marked man behind bars 
and that prison could amount to 
a death sentence. 
ludge Stephen Neel con- 
demned the former priest for 
using his revered status to prey 
on a little boy. "It is difficult to 
Imagine a more egregious mis- 
use of trust and authority," he 
said. 
TIRED OF PLAYING THE WAITING GAME? 
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for a place to live? 
e can help! 
Cwo bedroom apartments are openl 
843 SIXTH ST. «1-1 2 
Lg. two bdrm, two bath apts. Dishwasher, 
laundry facility on-site, otf-street parking. 
Resident pays utilities. 
$410 month for a 12 month lease. 
$510 month for a 9 month lease. 
#9,11,12 rented. 
224 TROUP 
Unfurnished lower duplex. Very close to 
campus. Off-street parking. Gas heat. 
Resident pays utilities. 
$525/month for a 12 month lease. 
824 SIXTH ST. #1-8 
Unfurnished apts. Laundry facilities on-site. 
Lg. private parking lot, lots of storage. 
Resident pays utilities. 
$495 month for a 12 month lease. 
$595 month for a 9 month lease. 
01,3 Rented. 
920 E. WOOSTER #1-4 
Apts. located across the street from 
Kohl Hall. Hardwood floors, eat-in kitchens, 
laundry facilities on-site, off-street parking, 
furnished or unfurnished apts. Resident 
pays utilities. 
$750/month for a 12 month lease. 
$895 month for a 9 month lease. 
04 Rented. 
521 S. PROSPECT 
Unfurnished duplex. Resident pays utilities. 
$410/month for a 12 month lease. 
S24 SIXTH ST. #1-8 
Unfurnished apts. Laundry facilities on-site, 
Lg. private parking lot, lots of storage. 
Resident pays utilities 
$495/ month for a 12 month lease. 
$595 month for a 9 month lease. 
*1. 3 Rented. 
1024 E. WOOSTER #RR 
Eat-in kitchen, lg. bdrms, lg. living room, 
stand-up shower, off-street parking, onsite 
laundry facility. Resident pays utilities. 
$610 month for a 12 month lease. 
507 E. MERRY ST. »1 • 8 
Lg. furnished apts. across from campus. 
Extra storage space. Laundry facilities 
& private parking lot. FREE WATER & 
SEWER. Resident pays electric/heat. 
$550/month for a 12 month lease. 
$650 month for a 9 month lease. 
520 E. REED ST. #1-8 
Lg. furnished apts. across from campus. 
Extra storage space. FREE WATER & 
SEWER. Laundry facilities & private park- 
ing lot. Resident pays electric/heat. 
$565 month for a 12 month lease. 
$665/month for a 9 month lease. 
03, 5, 8 Rented. 
102ft E. WOOSTER 
Off-street parking, on-site laundry facility. 
Resident pays utilities. 
1710/month for a 12 month lease. 
VILLAGE GREEN 
APARTMENTS 
SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS 
• EXTRA AMENITIES • ONLY 2 TWO BEDROOM APTS. AVAIL. LEFT FOR MAY 
$100 off Deposit 
During the month of February 
"Home away from Home" 
• OFFICE HOURS • 
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM 
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment 
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION 
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.com 
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
Want to win PRIZES at 
Friday, February 25 
Student Recreation Center 
10 p.m.- 1 a.m. 
Bring us any of the following alcohol 
related environmental messages, and you will earn raffle 









DON'T HAVE ALCOHOL-RELATED MESSAGES? 
DONATE ITEMS TO COCOON WOMEN'S SHELTER 
TO EARN RAFFLE TICKETS! 
Canned Goods 
Non-Perishable Food Items 
Sponsored by: Wellness Connection. Bacchus/Gamma, UCADI, Vice President for Student 
Affairs, ODADAS, Student Health Service, Vision, Student Recreation Center, LGDTO-A 
Resource Center, Residence Life Special Programs, Pepsi, Interfraternity Council, Dairy Queen, 
Meljer. University Bookstore, and UAO, 
■HGEM&ft "     .■''■,,......_..,._..   ■ 38CSS sMtf^H'ff&i'Q^ifftfpJE 
BG SPORTS 
BRIEFING 
Mann wins MAC West 
Player of the Week 
After a pair of road wins in 
the Mid-American Conference, 
one women's basketball player 
was awarded individually for 
the Falcons success as Ali Mann 
won last week's MAC West 
Player of the Week honors. 
Mann had 14 points and nine 
boards in a 20-point win against 
Itall Slate then followed that up 
by scoring 15 second half points 
in a win over Akron. 
Mann shared the honor 
with Eastern Michigan's Ryan 
Coleman. The two will play this 
weekend in Ypsilanti. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
BCNMSFIHI Photo 
TOUGH POINTS; BG center Scott 
Vandermeer goes up for a shot 
against Bradley in a game at 





This is a news deck. It 
should be set in the 
first column of text 
ByAdamHritzak 
SPORTS REPOKftR 
Silting in a three-way tie for 
first place in the Mid-American 
Conference West Division, 
the men's basketball team 
continues to battle in what has 
been a close race all season. 
With the pressure in games 
mounting, the Falcons welcome 
a team that has had their number 
of late. 
Ball State, who beat BG 86-62 
in Worthen Arena on lanuary 18, 
comes to Anderson Arena tonight 
trailing the Falcons by a game 
in the West. The Cardinals also 
swept the series last year, includ- 
ing an 81 -71 victory in Anderson. 
Looking to avenge their loss in 
the last meeting between these 
two, BG coach Dan Dakich will 
nol let his players forgot what 
happened. 
MEN'S HOOPS. PAGE 9 





BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Falcons take out the 
trash against Central 
Win sets up one 
against two game 
this Saturday against 
Eastern Michigan. 
By Danielle Tanner 
SPORTS REPORTER 
The Bowling Green women's 
basketball team avoided the 
falling into the quicksand of 
losing to a lower ranked team 
once again, as they knocked 
off Central Michigan 72-58 at 
Anderson Arena last night. 
Liz Honegger's three point 
bucket to open scoring for the 
game set the tone for both 
teams' offense from beyond 
the arc. 
The Falcons drained 10 
threes, while the Chippewas 
netted five. Casey Mc Dowell 
led the squad from downtown 
with 4-5 shooting to score 12 
points. Honegger nailed three 
treys and ended with 13 points. 
Central's 3-8 record in the 
Mid-American Conference 
was deceptive, as they played 
better than their record 
might suggest, constantly 
challenging the first place 
Falcons and trying to force BG 
to play at their low tempo style. 
"The way they play, they 
really try to slow the ball down," 
McDowell said. "That was our 
goal, to just get out and run." 
Central Michigan's defense 
came up big to stop the Falcons 
on the run. 
They held the Falcons to just 
8 fast break points while forcing 
them to score from the outside, 
which proved to be no problem 
for the Falcons' long distance 
shooters. 
BG was led offensively by Ali 
Mann and Carin Home who 
had 16 points each. KateAchter 
added eight points, six assists 
and three steals. 
Defensively, the Falcons held 
CMU's leading scorer, Casey 
Manning, to just three points, 
forcing other players to step 
John Frndllnc APPMo 
FROM INSIDE THE ARC: Bowling Green's Sakima Smith shoots a 
jumper over Central Michigan's Erin Kuhl. Smith and BG remained 
in first place in the MAC with the win. 
up. Central's Erin Kuhl nearly 
tripled her season average of 
five points, scoring 14. 
Teammate Linday Hatfiled 
added 12, but the efforts of the 
Chips in several short second 
half scoring runs proved to be 
too little, too late. 
For Central, the fourteen 
point loss was their worst 
margin of loss this season. 
Head   Coach   Curt   Miller 
noted the difficulty of attaining 
that margin against a team that 
heavily defends against inside 
shots. 
"Central did a good job. Credit 
to them for execution," Miller 
said. "Even though we broke 
even with Central in points in 
the paint, being able to break 
even in points in the paint is a 
big accomplishment" 
After a dose loss to Akron 
(who also had only three 
conference wins) on Saturday, 
the Falcons remain atop the 
MAC West Division, improving 
their record to 17-6 overall and 
10-2 in the MAG 
They are now focusing on 
preparing for what is sure to be 
a tough battle against Eastern 
Michigan on Saturday. In their 
last meeting with the Falcons, 
the Eagles came away with a 
three point loss. 
A win in Saturday's game 
could greatly benefit the 
Falcons come tournament 
time, but they must first beat 
the fatigue that is setting in late 
in the season. 
"I'm not going to hit the panic 
bunon," Miller said. "I think 
we're a little tired. We will have 
to play a better overall game to 
beat Eastern Michigan." 
Miller hopes a day off on 
Wednesday will cure some 
of the late season fatigue his 
players are experiencing. 
Despite being tired, the squad 
is confident and excited about 
facing off against Eastern. 
"This team is anxious to get 
prepared for Eastern," Miller 
said. 
As for the past two games and 
"avoiding the quicksand," Miller 
feels relief with the wins. 
"We took care of business and 
won two really important games 
that we could have looked back 
on and regretted," Miller said. 
The Falcons hope to close out 
their last games of the season 






Bowling Green hits 10 
three-pointers three 
days after having 193 
game streak broken. 
ByAdamHritzak 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Getting hot from beyond the 
arc was just what the women's 
basketball team wanted. 
After ending a 193-game streak 
of hitting at least one three- 
pointer in a game during their 
61-52 win over Akron on Saturday, 
the Falcons rebounded to hit a 
season-high 58.8 percent on 10 of 
17 shooting from deep in a 72-58 
victory against Central Michigan 
last nighL 
"We talked about, after the last 
game, how we broke our streak," 
said Casey McDowell, who 
connected on a season-high four 
three pointers. "And that was 
really a point of emphasis, to get 
back and get in the gym and shoot 
the ball a lot We knew if we could 
that get going, then everything 
else kind of falls once we start 
getting the three balls going." 
Since the streak had come 
to a close and was unlike any 
streak before, the previous school 
record was 29-straight on two 
occasions, BG coach Curt Miller 
knew his team was set to redeem 
themselves. 
"I think the kids were hell bent 
to make some three's in the 
beginning of the game to get that 
monkey off their back," Miller 
said. "Our team is very prideful 
and there's a pride factor that 
we're coming off the game where 
we were shutout from the arc." 
With the Falcons leading 35-30 
to start the second half, McDowell 
caught fire. She hit three treys 
to push the lead to 14 at 50-36, 
and the Chippewas never pulled 
within single digits the rest of the 
way. 
"Casey hit big shots (which 
was) very, very important for the 
momentum and the confidence 
of our team," Miller said. 
WOMEN'S HOOPS, PAGE 9 
Thank God for Jihad say Cincinnati Bearcat fans 
By Joe Kay 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
During an idle moment before 
a human development class, 
two University of Cincinnati 
students struck up a 
conversation about the basket- 
ball team's new point guard. 
They weren't interested in his 
statistics or accomplishments. 
They couldn't get past his name: 
lihad Muhammad. 
"I heard one say, 'Isn't that 
supposed to mean holy war 
or something?'" said Anwar 
Salahuddin, a junior sitting 
nearby. 
It wasn't the first time someone 
wondered aloud about the dis- 
tinctive name. Since the Sept 11 
terrorist attacks, the (deadlocked 
point guard from New Jersey has 
wound up explaining himself to 
fans who think the worst 
"They're like, 'Ooh. lihad,'" 
said Muhammad, sitting in an 
interview room off the Bearcats' 
court after practice. "It's just the 
name, just the word that's scaring 
people. They really don't have a 
good understanding of it." 
lew know what it's like to be 
a high-profile Muslim player in 
a country where insecurity rises 
and fails with color-coded alerts. 
The NCAA doesn't keep track of 
religious affiliations, so there's 
no count of Muslim players. 
Only a handful play big-college 
basketball. 
There's no count of the 
Muslim population nationally, 
either. The U.S. Census Bureau 
collects information on ethnic 
background, not religious 
affiliation. In a survey by the City 
University of New York in 2001, 
roughly 0.5 percent listed their 
religion as Muslim or Islamic 
Muhammad grew up in an 
Islamic community and attend- 
ed Plainfield High School in 
New Jersey. The most unusual 
thing about his upbringing 
was the size of his family — six 
brothers, seven sisters. He was the 
youngest boy. 
"Basically, you leant to share," 
he said. "You learn how to relate 
to different personalities. Before I 
left home, I learned how to relate 
to 13 personalities." 
That was nothing compared 
to the adjustment at San Jacinto 
Junior College in Texas. He 
developed into the top-rated 
point guard in junior college, 
learning to use his speed and 
long-range shot to full advantage. 
He also learned about culture 
shock. In his first year, he met 
one other Muslim. 
"That was real difficult," he 
said. "It was an adjustment I had 
to make within myself. I had to 
make a lot of prayers in my room 
lfft Rotation AP Photo 
HUSTLING: Cincinnati's Jihad Muhammad, center, goes after a loose 
ball with a pair of DePaul players Saturday. 
or in the hotel when we were on 
the road." 
His play attracted the attention 
of Cincinnati coach Bob I luggins, 
who desperately needed a point 
guard. Huggins quickly grew 
fond of Muhammad and his sin- 
cerity, dedication and eagerness 
to do well. 
"He's a great kid," Huggins said. 
"He wants to be a good player. He 
listens, he tries." 
Things have been much easier 
off the court in Cincinnati, where 
Muhammad is a junior majoring 
in criminal justice and finding out 
what it's like to be a prominent 
player on a basketball-crazed 
campus. 
The Bearcats won  back-to- 
back national championships 
in 1961-62. Huggins revived the 
program in 1989 and has coached 
the Bearcats to a Final Four and 
13 straight NCAA tournament 
appearances, the third-longest 
streak in the country. 
They were talking — and 
wondering—about Muhammad 
long before he arrived. 
"1 thought, 'Wow, I've never 
heard of any one person who had 
that name before," said Justin 
Shafer, a senior accounting and 
finance major who attends most 
games and is president of the stu- 
dent government. "Then I started 
looking at his stats and what he 
had done in junior college. 
"I think some students were 
skeptical at first, as 1 was. We're 
all realizing what Islam is, and 
we need to realize it's a peaceful 
religion." 
Muhammad doesn't mind 
sharing his story. 
"A lot of people sort of stray from 
their religion," said Salahuddin, a 
health promotion major from 
Philadelphia who has become a 
close friend. "He was open about 
it. He even told Huggins when he 
first got here that it was a big part 
of him." 
About 75 students are active 
in the student Muslim associa- 
tion, former president Rasheed 
Shamma said. The atmosphere 
on campus is cordial — only a 
couple hateful comments were 
made on campus after 9/11. 
"Immediately after 9/11, there 
was less openness from the 
community," said Shamma, a 
senior majoring in industrial 
engineering. "Overall, there's 
been a positive effect. People are 
more open to it than before." 
They're also learning what 
Jihad means. 
"Its a struggle within yourself, 
not from me to you," Muhammad 
said. "It's a struggle to overcome 
wrongdoing When I can correct 
it. I correct it. It's frequent, but 
I hope it's contagious. I hope I 
tell one person and they tell 
somebody else and we can kill 
the disease." 
Muhammad hasrit heard any 
slurs at games, but that doesn't 
mean prejudice is gone. At a 
home game early this season, 
one Cincinnati booster yelled an 
ethnic slur when Valparaiso's Ali 
Herd id fouled out 
As the season went along, 
Muhammad found himself more 
openly accepted. Before one 
game, IT students held up a sign 
that read, "Thank God (Allah) For 
Jihad." 
"1 liked that," Muhammad said, 
a smile flowing across his face 
JIHAD, PAGE 9 
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"If they don't (remember), they 
have been reminded," Dakich 
said. "At the end of the day, (the 
players) have got to take it a little 
personal and just play your guy 
and play our rules." 
The Cardinals will see a new 
look from the last time they 
played BG with the addition of 
Scott Vandermeer to the Falcons 
starting lineup. 
The 6' 11" freshman center has 
added a new dimension to the 
team, mostly on defense with his 
innate ability to block shots and 
prevent easy baskets under the 
hoop. 
Vandermeer has started the 
last three games and has given 
Dakich a solid starting lineup 
since Germain Fitch went down 
for the remainder of the season 
after tearing (he ACI. in his left 
knee. 
Vandermeer has averaged 
4.7 points, 6.0 rebounds and 3.7 
blocks in those starts. 
"Scott's been great. Scott should 
have played a lot more during the 
course of the season, but with the 
way the team was set up, we were 
a smaller team with Germain 
in there. Scott still should have 
played more and he's shown that 
he deserves what he's getting," 
Dakich said. 
Ball State is a team that feeds 
off four solid players. Peyton 
Stovall leads the team in scor- 
ing with 16.8 points per game, 
which is sixth in the MAC, and 
Dennis Trammell is right behind 
Stovall at 16.4 ppg, seventh in 
the MAC. Trammell torched the 
Falcons earlier in the year for a 
game-high 22 points and tied for 
a team-high seven rebounds. 
Terrence Chapman pours in 14 
points a night, but is most valu- 
able on the boards. I le ranks first 
in the MAC in offensive rebounds 
per game at 3.75 and is second in 
rebounding overall at 9.4. 
The game is scheduled to 
tip-off at 7 p.m. 
McDowell leads 
from downtown 
lotm Findlinj BG Ne«s 
TAKE THREE: Bowling Green 
guard Casey McDowell hits 
a three pointer during a 
win over Central Michigan 
last night. McDowell led the 
Falcons with tour threes as 
BG went on to hit ten three 
in the game. 
WOMEN'S HOOPS, FROM PAGE 8 
The Falcons wasted no time 
getting their stroke back as Liz 
Honegger stepped out behind 
the line and hit a three on the 
first shot of the game. Carin 
Home followed Honegger 
with a three of her own and 
two baskets later, Ali Mann hit 
from deep to give BG an 11-5 
lead early. 
Those three, along with 
McDowell, took the team's 
sharp-shooting abilities on 
their shoulders. McDowell 
finished four of six beyond 
the arc, Honegger went three 
for six. Home hit two of five 
and Mann connected on her 
only attempt. No other Falcon 
even attempted a three. 
Miller credited his team's 
hot shooting to making the 
rest of the game come easier. 
"When you start to make 
three's against Central, your 
opportunities inside increase," 
he said. "Then we can go back 
trying to win the war that we 
try to win every game and 
that's points in the paint." 
Muhammad has 
impact on Cincy 
Services Offered 
JIHAD. FROM PAGE 8 
"That was a lot of love right there. 
It made me warm when 1 saw 
that. It made me want to come 
out and play harder." 
NBA Hall of Famer Oscar 
Robenson sits courtside for his 
alma mater's games. He appreci- 
ates the point guard's impact. 
"I don't know where they'd 
be without him, I really don't," 
Robertson said. "He's done a 
tremendous job. I wish he could 
do a lot more." 
Muhammad has struggled 
on the court lately. His defense 
and jumper have been erratic, 
prompting Huggins to <(rop 
him from the starting lineup. 
Muhammad made only 22.5 
percent of his shots during a 
four-game stretch, dropping his 
average to 9.8 points and 2.8 
assists per game. 
Robertson, who endured racial 
slurs and segregation while 
growing up, senses that the 
community has embraced 
Muhammad, his name and his 
tied-back dreadlocks. Now, fans 
are more concerned with how 
he performs than with what he's 
called. 
"I don't think anyone that goes 
to the games has any ill will 
toward lihad," Robertson said. "I 
think they love him. 1 wish he'd 
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Travel 
rt Spring Break Vacations! Cancun. 
Jamaica, Acapulco, Bahamas, 
Florida. Best Prices! Book Now!!1 
1 -800-234-7007. 
www.endlesssummer1ours.com 
MEN'S BASKETBALL STANDINGS 




























Days $2991 Includes Meals. Parties 
With Celebrities As Seen On Beat 
World. Road Rules. Bachelor! 




Spring Break 2005 with STS. Ameri- 

























ing campus reps. Call for group dis- 






Spring Break Specials! Panama City 
& Daytona 7 Nights. 6 Free Parties 
$159! Cancun. Jamaica, Acapulco, 
Nassau $499 Including Air! Baha- 
mas Cruise $299! SpringBreakTrav- 
Pregnant? Confidential, tree & pro- 




Sub A a Mug (pop) Special $6.00 
Keep the mug. .25 cent refills (pop) 
for the life of your mug.Dine-in or 
pick up only 
LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 
Without starvation diets or 




Senior Psychology Majors 
Interested in a career in business? 
Check out the BGSU Master of Or- 
ganization Development program, 
which is currently accepting applica- 
tions lor the class of 2006 Classes 
start in the tall. WVYW.mod&flSU.COm 
St. Thomas More University 
Scholarships. All Catholic under- 
graduate BGSU students who have 
completed 25 credit hours by the 
end ol the current spring semester 
and all Catholic graduate students 
who are full-time students are eligi- 
ble to apply. Preference will be giv- 
en to students who are active at St 
Tom's. Application materials are 
available in the Parish Office. The 
deadline is March 4th. 
Study Abroad Scholarships Avall- 
able - Applications lor the Roger C. 
Anderson Study Abroad Scholarship 
and the Charles and Wanda Rich 
Scholarship for Study Abroad are 
now available in the Center for Inter- 
national Programs, McDonald North. 
Suite 61. The deadline is March 1st. 
Call 2-0479 with Questions 
Help Wanted 
el.com 1-800-678-6386. 
IBARTENDING! S300/day potential. 
No exp. necessary. Training provid- 
ed Call 800-965-6520 ext 174 
Now accepting applications. Apply 
at Studt. Union Thurs. 2/17 10am- 
11 30am. Waffle House, flex. hrs. 
The Sisters of 
Alpha Chi Omega 







You've Never Experienced Anything LI ike 
INDOOR GOLF CENTER'S 
STATE-OF-THE-ART SYSTEM 
□ 50 Different Courses 
to choose from 
D Driving Ranges 
D Bring your own dubs 
□ Facetrac Animation 
□ Realistic Computer 
Images 
D Golf lessons available 
D Integrated Swing & 
Video analysis 
LEAGUES FORMING 
— PHONE NOW1I1 — 
Make Your Tee Time Now! 
The Soccer Spot 
INDOOR GOLF CENTRE 
16?0 MnrKot Place Drive ■ Mautnee -419-893-5425 
LEAGUES START 
FEBRUARY 26TH 








February 28m 2005 
STUDENTS GET IN FREE WITH A VALID BGSU I.D.! 
Falcon Basketball 




ESPN BRACKET BUSTER 




The first 500 students will receive a voucher for 
one FREE PEPSI and one FREE POPCORN at Saturday's gamel 
Students don't miss out on the following promotional 
giveaways at both games during select media timeouts: 
-McDonald's I'm Lovin it T-Shirt Toss! 
-Pricker's Mini-Ball Toss! 
-SBX Hat Throw! 
-University Bookstore Falcon Fanatic T-Shirt Toss! 
BOWLINE 
EHEElif 
Ridge Manor Apartments 
2 Bedroom Townhouses 
1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
• 1 Full Bath 
• 2 Story Townhouses 
• Furnished 
2 PERSON SPECIAL 
Starting at $570; mo 
,GREENBRIAR, INC. 
•445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
!*r:rr*&fj-:;; PSSPI I I I CS-:£ .II.. ■■ L: .n. :t 
ISPRINGRREAKEPSJ 
GET READY FOR THE BEACH WITH A DARK TAN 
David Dewalt - owner/stylist 
FEATURING: Jessica Spilker - sryfar 
Lisa McCoy - stylist 
HOTHAIRI 
• cut & style included with all chemical services 
■ specializing in foils        aBBBBBil^^^. 
• the hottest HiLites & color 
• the hottest hair cuts 
• all HiLites & color include haircuts 
'FALCCMS 
SHZLnrTANI 
• 5 beds & 1 booths | 
■ all beds are cleaned & sanitized 
by our staff in-between clients 
• always hot new bulbs 
• make appointments all the way 
to Spring Break! 
• the best brands in tanning lotion 
• extended hours as needed 
One of the top 
200 Salons 




56 Bulbs, 10 minutes,Tan Time Booth 
Call for an 
Appointment Today! 
(419)352-6459 
529 Ridge St. 
Bowling Green 
mmm M BKRHfife; 
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Help Wanted Help Wanted For Rent 
S6O0 Group Fundraiser 
Scheduling Bonus 
<i hours o' your group s lime PLUS 
our free (yes. free) tundraising 
solutions EQUALS S1.000-2.00XJ in 
earnings (or your group Call TO- 
DAY for a $600 bonus when you 
schedule your non-sales fundraiser 
wrih CampusFundralser. Contact 
CampusFundraiser (8881-923-3238 
or visit campusfu ndrafler. com 
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS- Chil- 
dren's sleep-away camp, NE PA 
(6/18-8/14/05). If you love children & 
want a caring, fun environment we 
need Directors & Instructors for: 
Tennis. Swimming (WSJ. prefer- 
red). Golf. Gymnastics. Cheerlead- 
ing. Drama, High & Low Ropes, 
Team Sports, Water skiing. Satl-ng. 
Paniing/Drawing. Ceramics. Silk- 
screen. Printmaking, Batik. Jewelry, 
Calligraphy, Photography. Sculp- 
ture, Guitar. AeroDtcs. Self-Defense, 
Vtdeo, Piano. Other staff Adminis- 
trate/ Driver (21+), Nurses (RNS & 
Nursing Students). Bookkeeper. 
Mothers Helper. On Campus Inter- 
views March 24th Call 1-800-279- 
3019 or apply on-line at 
www.campwaynegiris com 
College Students 
Si2 25 base/appt.. cust sales/svc, 
make own schedule, earn $ for 
spring break now. All ages 18*. 
Conditions exist 419-861-6134. 
PLAY SPORTSTHAVE FUNI SAVE 
MONEY! Camp Cedar is coming to 
the BGSU Summer Job Fair on 
March 16th. Please stop by our ta- 
ble and check us out' 888-844-8080 
or campcedarjobs@aol.com 
Wait staff, host/hostesses Full or 
part-time, flexible hrs. excellent 
pay Apply within. Gourmet of 
China. 126 Chesterfield Ln.. 
Maumee. Across from Meijer. 
419-893-9465. 
Desk clerk needed 4 nights a week, 
midnight- 8am Please stop by the 
Buckeye Inn & Studios. 1740 E 
Woos'er to apply 352-1520 
Want people willing to learn & work 
on wood floors including gym ftoore. 
Starling when school is out for the 
summer until the middle of Aug. 
Work consists of operating equip in- 
cluding floor buffers & floor sanding 
machines. Also measuring, laying 
out & painting game lines & art work 
& applying gym floor finish. We will 
thoroughly train you jn all phases of 
the work. Job pays $8/ hr. You can 
expect between 40-50 hrs./ wk. 
Hours can be flexible. Must be 
punctual & reliable & willing to 
accept responsibility. Please contact 
Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or fax 
resume to 419-385-6483. 
For Sale 
1994 Honda Civic, 5 speed. CD. air, 
goodcond. 180 K. S1700OBO. 
354-1247 
For Rent 
"1 or 2 bdrm apts. & houses avail. 
05-06 school, yr. Plus rooms & effic. 
as low as $265/ mo. mclu. util. Ev- 
erything 2 blks. from campus. Call 
353-0325 9am-9pm. 
^9^ Dinner^ 
Roast Pork Loin 
& Maihcd Potatoes ' tntff, Coleslaw. 
Vegetable md t Sombmd Scuffing. 
• From 4 pm unni 9 pm * 
W 
In I knmtown BowUng Green 
Smoking & Non-Smoking 
Dining Rooms 
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartmtnti 
From Only 
$470! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch style 
apartment with private 
entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Laundry facilities 
• Pets welcome 
• Convenient on-site parking 
£ 
VADSnv SQUAM 
1 Mom* Depot 
N 
t 







1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
washer/dryer in 2 odrms 
FREE Internet Access 
WALKTO CAMPUS! 
1 bdrms starting at S415/Mo plus Utilities 
2 bilrms starting at $720/Mo plus Utilities 
afanagrmcnl Inc. 
Checkout out ncbotc at W\VW.MECCA1KJ.COM 
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The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by 
"'No Unrelated Tenant Rule Here 
Lg house & apts renting now. 926. 
Mai 8 stud allow 916 3rd St & 303 
Merry Mai 8 stud. 309 Merry 
includ.all ulil Mai 6 stud. 146 S. 
College 4 315 Merry up & dn Mai 5 
» 724 4th St. 4 bdrm. A/C. Listing 
avail. 24/7 316 E Merry #3 or call 
419-353-0325 9am-9pm. 
1 bedroom duplei 
849 Sixth St-$325/month 
4 bedroom house 
240 Manville -$1200/month 
August 2005 Lease, 419-352-9392 
1 house, 3 bdrms. Avail. Aug15. 
Call 419-352-4773, or 
419-265-1061. 
1 large room with private bath 
Available now. 
Call 352-5822 
1/2 block BGSU 2 bedroom house- 
w/d air, parking, grad student prefer- 
red 419-353-3855 
2 BR. DUPLEX, CLEAN, QUIET, 
CLOSE, $540/MO. UTIL. 
419-352-1104. 
2005-2006 - 800 3rd St., 616 2nd 
St.. 133 1/2 N Church. 1,2* effi- 
ciency bedroom apis. Parking, no 
pels 135 N. Church, 3 bdrm house 
Call 354-9740 lor prices. 
BG Apts - 818/822 2nd St. 
2 BR Apts avail. May or August 
$490 * gas/elec. 12 mo. lease 
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917. 
wYnv.Macanmanta.com 
FOR RENT • 3 bdrm. house lor 
2005-06 school year, stading in 
May. W/D. central air. 606 Clough. 
$990 mo & util. 419-654-9512. 
??      ?8      ?fl 
Highland Management 
The Highlands-1 bdrm. Laundry 
facilities in building. A/C, Quiet! 
Starting al $395 
Jay-Mar Apta. Newly remodeled 
All appliances Spacious, laundry 
facilities m building, A/C, Gas 
heat. 
Starting al $520. 






5 Word before media or transit 
9 Roam stealthily 
14 Theater box 
15 Stove chamber 
16 Sri Lanka cash 
17 Dieter's activity? 
20 Chafing dish fuel 
21 Chl-town paper 
22 Begley and Meese 
23 Chicken products 
25 Jason of the NFL 
27 Recipe amt. ■ 
30 Love god 
32 Teem 
36 Upon 
38 Toward shelter 
40 Of the moon 
41 Dieter's passion? 
44 Elia or Lainie 
45 Act boldly 
46 Summers on the Somme 
1 Priests' robes 
2 Large blob 
3 Monster 
4 Literary category 
5 InitiaLdesign 
6 Part of GPA 
7 Offshoot group 
8 Trap 
9 Ukely but uncertain 
10 Capekplay 
11 Mayberry boy 
12 Garden pest 
13 Fewer 
18 -Picnic'' playwright 
19 Pirsigbook 
24 Unbroken 
26 Computer critter? 
27 Flat-h jd nails 
28 Ermine in a light coat 
29 Big name in 
Investment swindles 
31 French legislature 
33 Form a bond 
34 Nostrils 
35 Apparel 
37 Sacred hymn 
39 Leggy bird 
42 Yet to be used 
43 Raze 
48 Old English bard 
50 Outline 
53 Leg joints 
55 Lysergic acid source 
56 Mine entrance 
57 Well ventilated 
58 In an NYC minute 
60 Salvador the 
surrealist 
62 Ornamental jar 
63 Pain 
64 Schedule figs. 
66 Downed a sub 
67 Fit out 
47 Wading birds 
49 Short-term worker 
51 Tee preceder 
52 Ted or Connie 
54 Enameled metalware 
56 Battery size 
59 Small lake 
61 Newly hatched insects 
65 Dieter's magic goal? 
68 Very angry 
69 Wallach and Whitney 
70 Job safety org. 
71 Used a keyboard 
72 Breathy utterance 
73 Golf shop buy 
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For Rent For Rent For Rent 
Houses and Apts 
1 -3 person -12 month leases 
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917 
Listing at 532 Manville Ave Office 
or www.Mapartrnentfi.corri 
Houses lor Rent starting May 05 
604 5th St - 3 BR $930 ♦ util 
843 3rd St - Brand New 3 BR 
$900 t util 
905 Mourning Dove - 3 BR 
2 car garage - $1020 + util 
Houses have 2 baths, laundry, 
dishwasher & central AC. 
Smith Apt Rentals 
419-352-8917 
HOUSE 1220 E. WOOSTER. UP 
TO 4 PEOPLE, 4 BR, 2 BATH, 
419-352-1104 
LARGE 2 BR. MODERN TOWN- 
HOUSE, CLEAN, QUIET, NEW 
KITCHENS, A/C, GARAGE, 
702 4TH ST. 419-352-1104 
Large 3 bdrm. house, W/D, DW, AC, 
enclosed patio w/ deck, beautifully 
landscaped yard, large garage, no 
pets, next to campus, 215 E. Evers 
SI. $1200 rent 351-3639. 
Lg very nice house. 2 car garage, 
Basement, big lot, 2 1/2 bath, w/d 
Appliances 1 block from campus. 
May/June lease 353-2382. 
Move In Now - ONE MONTH FREE 
1 and 2 bedroom apts available in 
serene park-like setting. Includes 
dishwasher, heal, water and trash. 
Bowling Green Village. 352-6335 
New 5th & 7th Sts. 3-4 bdrms. W/D, 
A/C, dwshr. 2 baths. $900-1100/mo. 
Avail. May & Aug. 419-354-2500 
Professor/owner will share house w/ 
other professors or grad students. 
Multi-bedroom, fireplaces, in wood- 
ed area, cats. Se habla espanol. 
$225/mo. incl. all utilities, must have 
own trans. Avail, immed. Call 419- 
352-5523 & leave a message. 
Small units. 1 &   2 bedroom apts. 
available Reasonable rent. Call 
353-2772. 
Avail Aug 15 ?005 3 barm house 
S 1.2 & 3 bdrm. apt. All close lo 
BGSU. 419-686-3805. 
LOOKING FOR AN EXCITING JOB? 
GOOD. BECAUSE RED BULL IS LOOKING 
FOR A STUDENT BRAND MANAGER. 
Red Bull is on the lookout for a Student Brand Manager. An SBM is a 
reliable and motivated student whose responsibilities include relationship 
building, brand development on campus, and having a great time. (OK, 
that last one may not technically be a "responsibility" but we're going to 
hold you to it anyway.) 
Our expectations from you are the following: 
• You're going into your second year or higher at this school. 
• You have a good knowledge of when/where things are happening. 
• You're interested in marketing and have good communication skills. 
• You're outgoing and have an entrepreneurial spirit. 
• You can connect with different kinds of people. 
• You have a flexible schedule. 
Does this sound like you? If so, then please go to: www.redbullu.com. 
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